(0.1.2) A is uniformly thick, i.e. there is q € N (called thickness of A), 9^2, such that each face of codimension 1 in A is contained in exactly q + 1 chambers.
The main reference book for buildings and other notions related to them, their properties, as well as the notation used in the paper, is [T] . 0.2. Denote by A^ the z-skeleton of A. A polygonal curve in Aî s a sequence (VQ,VI, "">Vn) of vertices Vi e A^°\ such that (z^,^+i) is an edge in A^ for i = 0,1, ...,n -1. The number n is called the length of a polygonal curve. For ^1,^2 ^ A^ define ^(^15^2) to be the minimal length of a polygonal curve in A^ joining v\ with v^. Then C?A is a metric onAW.
A ball of radius N C N and center -y e A^ is the set

BN(V) :={we A^ : d^(v,w) ^ A^}.
Similarly, we define a sphere in A by
SN^V) :={we A^ : d^(v,w) = N}.
A norm of the ball B^^v) is the number A building of type An is one whose apartments are Coxeter complexes of type An. See [T] , [Br] or [Bo] for more details. 
^BN(VO)) ^ ^{TV-paths of length 2A; in (A, ^o)} ^ (V^BN^Q})^.
Since in our situation of thick euclidean building the number ^B^^vo) grows exponentially with N, we can read the theorem in the following rough way:
The number of TV-loops in A is "not much bigger" than the square root of the number of TV-paths in A, of the same length.
PROPERTIES OF BUILDINGS
Definitions and notations.
1.1. Let A be a building and chamA the set of all its chambers. A gallery in A is a sequence 7 = (Co, (TO, Ci, (TI, ..., Cn-i, On-\i Cn) such that Ci € chamA for i = 0,1,, ...,n, and o-^ is a codimension 1 face in both Q and C^+i for i = 0,1,..., n -1. The number n is called the length of gallery 7. We say that 7 starts at Co and ends with Cn, or that 7 is a gallery between Co and Cn' We say that 7 stammers at Q, if Cz = C^+i.
We shall write shortly 7 = (Co,Ci, ...,Cn) if it doesn't cause any confusion.
1.2. Let (7, D € cham A. Define distA^ ^) to be the minimal length of gallery in A between C and D. Then distA is a metric on the set cham A.
A minimal gallery between C and D is one (in general non unique) with length equal to distA(C', D). Note that e^ is not symmetric in general, but it satisfies the triangle inequality
Fix an apartment S in A, and a chamber C of S. Define a function
: A -^ S to be the unique chamber map such that:
(1.4.1) ^E=ids;
For the existence and uniqueness of the folding map defined as above, see [T] theorem 3.3, page 42, where it is called a retraction.
Statement of main results of the paragraph.
From now on A will always denote an euclidean uniformy thick building, as defined in 0.1. We formulate five propositions which will be used in next paragraph in the proofs of Theorems 0.5 and 0.6. We give the proofs of Propositions 1.5 -1.7 in the last part of this section, while the proofs of Propositions 1.8 and 1.9 are left to §3 and §4. PROPOSITION 1.5. -There is a constant V G N such that for any VQ,V,W G A^, with d^(v,w (Critical locus is the set of these codimension 1 faces o-of S', for which both chambers in S' containing a are mapped by y on to the same chamber of This last proposition will be used in the proof of Theorem 0.6. Proof of (a). -Note that \{D) is the number of hyperplanes in E that separate chamber C from D. If chambers D\^D^ are adjacent, the unique hyperplane containing their common face separates exactly one of them from G.
Proof of (b). -If S' is an apartment containing C and Do, denote by E the chamber in E 7 adjacent to -Do by face a. Then \(E) = A(Do) +1. Suppose that A(-D) == A(-Do) for some other chamber D in A containing a. Then, there exists a minimal gallery from E to C passing through D. Since (7, E € S', any minimal gallery joining them must be contained in S'. But D ^ S', contradiction.
The last sentence in statement of (b) is a consequence of fact that the folding map (^ preserves values of function A. Proof of (a). -Since we can project any polygonal curve in A^ by (p to S^, we have d^ (v,w) 
Conversely, let S' be an apartment in A containing C and w'; then by the property of the folding map, (p\^ : S' -^ S is an isomorphism (compare [T] 3.3, page 42). Thus we can lift any polygonal curve from S^ to S'^, getting d^{v,w') ^ d^ (v,w) .
Proof of (b). -Put A; as in the statement of part (b). Let 7 = (C7o,Ci, ...,Cfc), with Co = (7, be a minimal gallery joining chamber C with a chamber Ck adjacent to w, for which the value of function A is smallest among chambers of st(w). Then for any w' e ^^(w) there is a 
BN^^V-^BN^).
Proof of (a). -Let type(i;) = type(-y'), S and S' be any apartments in A containing v and z/, respectively. Then, there is an isomorphism K, : S -^ E' such that K,{v) = v'. Let C be a chamber of S containinĝ , and take C' = ^( (7 Denote by Bj^(^), Bj^ ('?/) the balls of radius N with respect to metrics d^ ^E 7 in S^ and S ^ respectively (compare 0.2). Then, by Lemma l.ll(a), B^v) = (^(B^)), B^(^) = (^Q-1^^) ), and the lemma follows by noting that n(B^(v)) = B^ (?;').
Proof of (b). -Note that all types of vertices in A are represented by vertices of any chamber. Thus, there exists r € N such that for any v,w € A^ there is w' e A^ such that type(w') = type(w) and d^(v^w') ^ r.
Put A = max{#(s^) D chamA) : ^ e A^0)}, and note that
where the last equality follows from part (a). Now, the proof of part (b) is completed by putting V = A r .
1.14. Proof of Proposition 1.5. -Let C be a chamber containing z?, S an apartment containing (7, y? = y?E,C' : A -^ S the folding map as defined in 1.4, and WQ = ^(w). Then, by l.ll(c) Note that the only case in which (1.16.1) is not an equality, happens when C\ = 62, and A((7i) < A(J9o), where DQ is the only chamber in S adjacent to C\ by a. Proof. -The lemma follows from the fact that there is a constant C such that #{w e S^ : d^v^w) <^N}^C' N^^.
TYPES OF LOOPS AND THE PROOFS
This estimate can be easily obtained, e.g. by considerations involving volumes of equal disjoint euclidean balls around the vertices of S. with ij < Zj+i, and such that ^(C^) for z = 1,2,...,Z are all the chambers at which the gallery ^(7) in S stammers, i.e. those for whicĥ (Q,) = ^(C^.+i); furthermore r^-= (/?(C'^. U C^.+i) for j == 1,2,.... L Note that a type of TV-jump is a sequence of simplices in S. The TVjump may have many different types (with respect to fixed folding map (p) depending on the choice of minimal gallery 7.
We will call the vertices (p(v) and y?(w) the starting and ending points of a type respectively. This last estimate is clearly related to the one used in the proof of Lemma 2.1, and it can be derived in the same way by passing to the dual of the complex S.
2.5. Proof of Theorem 0.5. -Let (7, S, y? and A be as in 1.4, and let VQ € C be a vertex.
Step 1. We shall first estimate the number of all TV-jumps (v,w) of the given type T= (^o, ^0, ^l, Ti, ^2, T2, ..., ^, 77, ^+i, ZAi) and with fixed starting point v.
For i == 0,1,..., ?, fix a minimal gallery ^ in S joining Ei with £^+i. Denote by $ a gallery in S composed out of galleries ^ by putting them one after another in a sequence, separating the last chamber of ^ and the first chamber of ^-(-i (both being the same chamber ^+1) by the face r^+i.
To each TV-jump of the given type T, there corresponds a minimal gallery 7 in A, with respect to which the TV-jump has type T. Then the gallery (^(7) can by cut into pieces 7^ for i = 0,!,...,( such that 7^ is a minimal gallery between Ei and £^+i in S. Applying Proposition 1.6 consecutively to pairs of minimal galleries (7^, ^), for i = 0,1,..., Z, we get that for any TV-jump of type T, the corresponding gallery 7 can be chosen in such a way that ^(7) = ^. We shall estimate the number of such galleries.
Since we assume that the starting vertex v of TV-jumps is fixed, we can apply directly Proposition 1.7 to get a bound bŷ Step 2. By Step 1 and Lemma 2.4, for any UQ^U\ e S^ with ds(^o? ^i) ^ ^5 ^d for any v € ^^(uo) we obtain the following inequality:
tep 3. Let u = (^o, HI, ..., u^k) be a type of TV-loop in (A, vo). Then, by estimate of Step 2 we get In view of Theorem 0.5, part (a) of Theorem 0.6 follows easily from (2.6.1), and part (b) from (2.6.2).
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.8
3.1. Denote by V the subcomplex of apartment IV consisting of all faces of the critical locus of the folding map y?, i.e. of those codimension 1 faces a of S/, for which both chambers of S' adjacent to a are mapped by (p onto the same chamber. Topological components of the complement S' \ T> will be called regularity components of S' with respect to (p. See 3.7 below, or [Br] VI.6, page 164, for the definition of cone sector (which is called a sector in [Br] ).
Proof of Lemma 3.2 (a).
-It is well known that for chamber subcomplexes of Coxeter complexes the (affine) convexity condition is equivalent to the combinatorial convexity condition expressed in the obvious manner in terms of minimal galleries (compare [Br] , Exercise 2, page 15). Therefore, to prove Lemma 3.2 (a), it is enough to prove that no minimal gallery between two chambers Ci,C2 of the same regularity component, passes through the critical locus. (We say that a chamber belongs to a regularity component, if its interior is contained in this component.)
Since each regularity component of S' is embedded isometrically into S by the folding map y?, we get that We will first apply Proposition 3.4 to prove Lemma 3.2 (b), and defer the proof of it until 3.7-3.9. Since, by Lemma 3.2 (a), each regularity component is convex, it is equal to the intersection of several open halfspaces. The number of those (essential) halfspaces is bounded by 27Vi, since at most two of the hyperplanes bounding these halfspaces can be parallel to each other. (In fact, since each regularity component contains a cone sector, no two bounding hyperplanes can be parallel, and thus their number is not bigger than TVi.)
Proof of Lemma 3.2 (b)
On the other hand, if two cone sectors in a Coxeter complex E are disjoint, they determine distinct chambers in the spherical Coxeter complex Soo at infinity (see [Br] VI.9, Lemma 4, page 176). Thus, in view of Lemma 3.2 (b), the number of regularity components of apartment S' is bounded by the number N^ of chambers of the spherical Coxeter complex S^ at infinity. But this number N^ is also a well defined number for the building A.
We can now estimate the number of hyperplanes in which the critical locus of apartment S' is contained, by the number of boundary walls in all regularity components of S'. But this is not bigger than TVi • A^2, and Proposition 1.8 follows. Observe that for each cone sector P based at o, the set -P is also a cone sector and it is called the opposite of P.
Given two chambers Ci.Ca of a Coxeter complex S, denote by jE?((7i,C2) the combinatorial convex hull of C\ U Ca, i.e. the subcomplex consisting of all chambers appearing in minimal galleries from C\ to C^.
LEMMA 3.8. -Let Ci,C2 be two chambers of an euclidean Coxeter complex E, x\ e C\ and x^ G C^ two points ofS (not necessarily vertices), and let x\ + P be a cone sector containing the vector x^x^. Then (a) (x, + P) H {x2 -P) C B(Ci, 02); (b) for any x G (^2 + P) one has 3:2 ^ (^i + P) H (x -P); (c) (rr2+P)cRay(Gi,G2).
Proof. -Part (a) follows from the lemma in [Br] VI.6, page 164; part (b) is obvious. To prove part (c), consider a point x € {x^ + P), and a chamber C containing x. Then by (a) and (b) we have X2 € (a;i + P) H (x -P) C 6(Ci, C), and thus there is a minimal gallery from C\ to C passing through C^. But this means that C C Ray(Ci, C^)^ and part (c) of Lemma 3.8 follows.
3.9. Proof of Proposition 3.4. -It follows directly from Lemma 3.8 (c).
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.9
The proof of Proposition 1.9 is contained in 4.4. We precede it by stating Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, necessary in the proof. We defer proofs of these lemmas until 4.5 and 4.6. Recall that fi-s used above, is the useful distance-like function defined in 1.3.
4.4.
Proof of Proposition 1.9. -Let S be an apartment in A through the vertex v. Consider a vertex w € S^°\ adjacent to v, for which the value of £^(v,w) is maximal among vertices adjacent to v, and put m := e^ (v,w) . Since for any two vertices ^1,^2 ^ A/ 0^ one has (^15^2) = ^E (^15^2) ? for any apartment S containing 1:1 and v^, it is clear that we can choose w € S^ as above. Denote by T the translation of E transforming ^ to w, and by (7 any chamber of S containing the edge (T~lv,v) . Finally, consider the folding map (p : A -> S, denned as in 1.4, with respect to the chamber C.
We will proceed with a series of claims using the above notation.
Proof. -For each u € (p~l (T n v) there is a polygonal path of length n in A^, joining n to v^ namely the path lifted from the straight path in S^ joining v and T^v. If there were a shorter path, it would project by (p onto a shorter path in S^ joining v and T^, which is impossible in view of Lemma 4.2. Thus the claim follows.
The above argument could be shortened a little by referring to Lemma 1.11 (a). Proof. -Since SE^I)^) ^ ^ for any two vertices at distance 1, by the triangle inequality for e^ we get £s('^i? ^2) ^ m'd^{u^, ^2)5 for arbitrary vertices ^1,^2 ^ S^°\ Since moreover min{A(D) : D 6 chamS D s^(n)} £ s(z;,'u), the claim follows easily from Lemma 1.11 (b).
Recall the following fact, which we have already used in the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Fact. -There exist constants C\ > 0 and d G N, such that (^KCi(l+n)< Now, we estimate using above claims, the fact, and Lemma 1.11 (a) :
Thus Proposition 1.9 follows.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. -
The lemma follows easily from the following.
CLAIM. -View S as an euclidean space. Then the orthogonal projection of any edge e ofE^ onto the straight line containing any other edge f ofS^^, is not longer than f.
We will first derive the lemma, and then prove the claim.
Choose an arbitrary polygonal path in E^ joining v with w, and project it orthogonally onto L. Since the images of path edges under this projection are not longer than the edges of L itself, it follows that the combinatorial length of the path is not smaller than the combinatorial length of the straight path joining v with w in L. By this the lemma follows.
Proof of Claim. -By Property 4.1, we may assume that edges e and / have common vertex p; let then / = (p, q) and e = (p, r). Denote by s the vertex symmetric to q with respect to p, and by Hq^Hs the hyperplanes in S, orthogonal to the line through p, q and s, passing through q and s respectively (note that these hyperplanes needn't be contained in the 2-skeleton of S). Then it is enough to show that all vertices of S adjacent to p lie in the closed strip F between parallel hyperplanes Hq and Hg. We will show that the subcomplex stj^(p) is contained in F.
It is well known that the star st^(p) is convex (see e.g. [Br] , Exercise 2, page 15). Thus it is enough to show that Hq and Hs are the supporting hyperplanes for st^ (p) . But since it is a polytope, it is enough to show that its any boundary vertex t adjacent to q (or s) lies in F. If t is such a vertex, then (p,q,t) is a 2-simplex of E, and thus its angles are not bigger than 7T/2 (cf. [Bo] V.3.5, Lemma 6 (ii)). But then t e F, and the claim follows, thus finishing also the proof of Lemma 4.2. Proof. -First observe that among the chambers of stj;{w)^ the closest (with respect to the gallery metric dists) to T'^C) is C, since T~^C lies in a simplicial sector centered at w and determined by (7, and thus the number of reflection hyperplanes in S separating it from T~1C is the smallest.
Second, note that dist^r" 1^,^) does not depend on the choice of chamber C containing ('y,w), since the Coxeter subgroup fixing the line through v and w acts transitively on the set of such chambers, and moreover this subgroup commutes with the translation T.
Finally, consider the sector S containing C, being the intersection of halfspaces bounded by hyperplanes of those faces of C which contain (v,w) . Then both chambers C and T~^C are contained in this sector, and moreover, any reflection hyperplane through v that meets the interior of this sector, separates C from T~1C. But this means that any chamber of S H st^{v) other than T~^C, is closer to C, since it is separated by fewer reflection hyperplanes.
Combining the above three observations, the claim follows. CLAIM 2. -dist^C.T^C) = distE^r^+distE^C'.r 71 -^).
Proof. -This follows from the observation, that chamber T^G lies in the convex hull of the sum of chambers C and T^^C, and thus a minimal gallery from C to T^^C passes through ^C (compare [Br] , Exercise 2 on page 15).
From Claim 2 it follows by induction that dist^C.T'^C) = ndists(C', TC). Now, since according to the proof of Claim 1, any chamber of SF\st^(v) other than T~^C is closer to C, it follows from triangle inequality that any such chamber is closer to T^^C also. But this means that e^v^v) = distsCr-^.r 71 -1^) = dist^r^), and the lemma follows.
